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WHAT  IS  CLAIMED IS: 

^    ^ 1.      An optical  transmission system comprising: 

an optical transmitter transmitting a WDM optical signal 

including a plurality of optical signals with different 

wavelengths; 

means for amplifying the WDM optical signal/received from 

the optical transmitter with substantially equal gain with 

respect to the wavelengths of the plurality^o^ the optical 

signals and for outputting the amplified WDM optical signal; 

and 
// / 

an optical receiver receiving the/ampl4fied- WDM optical 

/   '' ' 
signal output from said means, / / 

/ " said means including / y 

a first-stage optical amplifier which amplifies the 

received WDM optical signal, 

a level controller which controls a power level of 

the WDM optical signal amplified by the first-stage optical 

amplifier, and 

a second-stage optical amplifier which amplifies the 

WDM optical signal of which level is controlled by the level 

controller. 

2.      An optical transmission system comprising: 

/ 
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a first optical transmission line throfigh which a WDM 

optical signal including a plurality of optical signals with 

different wavelengths is transmitted; / 

an optical amplifier with a configuration to amplify the 

WDM optical signal with substantially equal gain over the 

wavelengths of the optical signals; and 

a second optical transmission line through which the 

amplified WDM optical signal is transmitted,  wherein the 

configuration of the optical amplif/ier includes 

a front-stage optical ampl^f-rer which amplifies the 

WDM optical signal to produce a frjont^tage amplified WDM 

optical signal, 

a level controller whiWfti controls a power level of 

/v y 
the front-stage amplified WDM optfical signal and outputs a 

controlled WDM optical signal, and 

a rear-stage optical amplifier which amplifies the 

controlled WDM optical sognal to produce a rear-stage 

amplified WDM optical signal. 

3.      An optical transmission system comprising: 

an optical transmitter transmitting a WDM optical signal 

including a plurality of optical signals with different 

wavelengths; 
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an optical amplifier with a conf icfliration to amplify the 

WDM optical signal from the optical transmitter with 

substantially equal gain over the wavelengths of the optical 

signals; and 

an optical receiver receiving tfhe amplified WDM optical 

signal from the optical amplifier, wherein the configuration 

of the optical amplifier includes / 

a first-stage optical amplifier which amplifies the 

WDM optical signal, / 

a level controller whi/ch controls a power level of 

the WDM optical signal amplified tfy^he first-stage optical 

amplifier, and 

a second-stage optical^amp&lifier which amplifies the 

WDM optical signal of which ]/e^/elXis controlled by the level 

controller. 

4.      An optical transmission system comprising: 

an optical transmitter transmitting a WDM. optical signal 

including a plurality of^ptical signals with different 

wavelengths through a first optical transmission line; 

means for amplifying the WDM optical signal received from 

the first optical transmission line with substantially equal 

gain with respect to the wavelengths of the plurality of the 

optical signals and for outputting the amplified WDM optical 

signal,  the means including 
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a first-stage optical ampli^er which amplifies the 

received WDM optical signal, 

a level controller which controls a power level of 

the WDM optical signal amplified by jthe first-stage optical 

amplifier, and 

a second-stage optical amplifier which amplifies the 

WDM optical signal of which level j.s controlled by the level 

controller; and * 

an optical receiver receiving the amplified WDM optical 

signal through a second optical transmission line through. 

An optical transmission/system comprising: 

an optical transmitter transmitting a WDM optical signal 

including a plurality of optical^sognals with different 

wavelengths; 

an optical amplifier amplifying the WDM optical signal 

from the optical transmitter,   the optical amplifier including 

a first-stage optical amplifier which amplifies the 

WDM-optical signal, 

a level controller which controls a power level of 

the WDM optical signal/ amplified by the first-stage optical 

amplifier, 

a second-istage optical amplifier which amplifies the 
/ 

WDM optical signal of which level is controlled by the level 

controller, and 
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a gain controller controlling the first-stage 

optical amplifier,  the level controller and the second-stage 

optical amplifier to obtain the second-stage amplified WDM 

signal in which the plurality of optical signals are amplified 

with substantially equal gain; and 

an optical receiver receiving/the second-stage amplified 

WDM optical signal transmitted from the optical amplifier. 

6.      A WDM optical transmission system comprising: 

an optical transmitter transmuting a WDM optical signal 

including a plurality of opti^a^^'gnals with different 

wavelengths through a first opt'j^fT^ransmission line; 

a multi-stage optical amplifier amplifying the WDM 
/V 

optical signal received from the first optical transmission 

"7 
line and outputting the amplified WDM optical signal to a 

second optical transmission line; ,and 

an optical receiver receiving the amplified WDM optical 

signal, from the second optical transmission line, the 

multi-stage optical amplifier including 

a first-stage optical amplifier which has an optical 

fiber for amplifying the WDM optical signal with a first gain, 

to produce a first-stage amplified WDM optical signal, 

a level controller controlling the power level of 

the first-stage amplified WDM optical signal,  to produce a 

level controlled WDM optical signal, and 

/ 
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( 

optical fiber for amplifying the level'controlled WDM optical 

signal with a second gain,  to produc^a second-stage amplified 

WDM optical signal,  wherein the leve.£L controller controls the 

power level of the first-stage amplified WDM optical signal, 

and the first gain and the second gain are controlled,   so that 

the multi-stage optical amplifier/amplifies the plurality of 

optical signals with substantial/! y equal gain. 

i 

7.      A WDM optical transmission system comprising: 

a first optical transmission! line through which a WDM 

/ 41 
optical signal including a plurality of optical signals with 

different wavelengths is :ed; 

a multi-stage optica/1/amplifier amplifying the WDM 

optical signal received/from the first optical transmission 

line; and 

a second optical/transmission line transmitting the 

amplified WDM optical signal from the multi-stage optical 

amplifier,  the mult/i-stage optical amplifier including 

a first/stage optical amplifier receiving a WDM 

optical signal including a plurality of optical signals with 

different wavelengths,  and amplifying the received WDM optical 

signal, 
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a level controller controlling a power level of the 

WDM optical signal amplified by the fi/rst-stage optical 

amplifier, 

a second-stage optical amplifier amplifying the WDM 

optical signal of which level is controlled by the level 

controller, and 

a gain controller coritroQ/li^ the first-stage 
M ~ / //. 
P optical amplifier,  the level controlled and the second-stage 

a ' I ¥ y 
L'he pluralit Ul optical amplifier to cause the plurality of optical signals to 

/ 
be amplified with substantiality* equal gain over the 

fU wavelengths of the optical signals,  the gain being a gain of 

C«J the WDM optical signal As amplified by second-stage optical 
w / 
l|3 amplifier with respect to the WDM optical signal as received 

?* / 
T« / 
P by the first-stage optical amplifier. 


